
ABOUT THIS PRODUCT

DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Install the mount onto a strong structure such as concrete
wall or ceiling. This product is used to extend the viewing 
angle of the camera limit and make space organization for
the cable connection.

unit: inches(mm)

Construction:
Finish:
Environment:

Weight:
Protection:

Aluminum Die-casting
Light-gray Spray
Indoor/Outdoor for 
a vandalproof dome
3.3 lb (1.3kg) 
IP66

9.05” (229.85mm)
3.23” (82mm)
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MOUNTING TEMPLATE

* The vandalproof dome is not included in this package.INSTALLATION

1. Locate this titled junction mount at the installation position
    and drill the ceiling or wall.
2. Route the vandalproof dome cable to the junction part and 
    attach the dome to the surface mount part using assembly
    screws as shown.
3. Connect the dome cable with the power source then organize
    the connected cables.
4. Put the junction part cover to the unit and tighten the assembly
    screws.  

Tilted surface mount part

L-Wrench

Cover

Junction box part

PARTS SUPPLIED

Plastic Anchor

3mm (Q’ty:1)

6x30mm
Q’ty : 3

Mounting Screw
4x40mm
Q’ty : 3

Assembly Screw
4x30mm
Q’ty : 3

Mount Adaptor Instruction Guide
L-Wrench

4.73” (120.1m
m

)

4.21” (107mm)

1.38” (35.1mm) 1.45” (36.8mm) 1.38” (35.1mm)

Ø0.98” (25mm)

9.05” (229.85m
m

)

6.11” (155.30mm)

Ø0.23” (5.80mm)

Pipe hole Cap
Q’ty : 1 

Cable Grommet
Q’ty : 2

Cable Gland
Q’ty : 1

Gland hole plug
Ø4.5 (Q’ty:1)
Ø2.7 (Q’ty:1)

Please Turn Over

VT-MV/JMT
Junction Mount for AFZ Dome 

Cameras w/15 Degree Tilt



CABLE CONNECTIONS

1. Tear off the cocks of grommets and route the cables from 
    the ceiling or wall.
    Then put the cables with grommets onto the bottom of the 
    tilted junction mount as illustrated.

1. Untwisted the gland cap and route the cables from the 
    ceiling or wall.
    Then plug up the other holes of gland using the gland hole
    plugs supported.
    Put the cables with gland onto the side of the tilted junction
    mount as illustrated.

2. Refer to the signal assignment when the power source
    cable connect with the dome cables.
    

2. Refer to the signal assignment when the power source
    cable connect with the dome cables.
    

▀ Cable through with the Grommets on the bottom ▀ Cable through with the Gland on the side

(The vandalproof dome is not included in this package)

▀ Singnal Assignment
~24V/ DC12V
~24V/GND
Alarm-In
Alarm-Out
GND
Audio-In
GND
Audio-Out

~24V/DC12V
~24V/GND
RS485(RTX+)
RS485(RTX-)
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